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Preface 
 

This habilitation thesis consists of a set of 18 published scientific works I have 

authored or coauthored in the course of the last 10 years reprinted in the Appendix and a 

unifying commentary forming the thesis body. My studies of single crystals contributed 

to several fields of physics namely condensed matter physics and particularly in the field 

of magnetism of actinide systems. The underlying message of all the studies highlights 

the necessity and/or advantages of studies of bulk materials in the single crystal form, 

especially evident in the case of systems with highly anisotropic properties. 

One part of the collected scientific results in this habilitation work was carried out 

in Prague at the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of Charles University, in 

laboratories of the Department of Condensed Matter. The second part of the works was 

produced during my three years postdoc stay at Japan Atomic Energy Agency in the 

Advanced Science Research Centre in the group of Advanced Nuclear Materials Science 

in Tokai-mura, Japan. 
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1 Introduction 

This work is a summary of the original works and results collected by the author 

with a primary focus on magnetism and electronic phenomena in 5f electron uranium 

intermetallic systems. The author has concentrated on the effect of external variables 

(temperature, magnetic field, doping, and pressure) on the stability and transitions among 

various magnetic states and paramagnetic regimes and the development of strongly 

correlated electron states in uranium systems. Because of the strong magnetocrystalline 

anisotropy of these systems, the growth of high-quality single crystals of the studied 

materials was the essential step to obtain the experimental results presented in this work. 

The author significantly contributed to the development of single crystal growth 

methods and instruments in the home Department of Condensed Matter Physics within 

the MGML open access research infrastructure (see MGML.eu). The resulting rich single 

crystal growth instrumentation in the home institution has enabled the preparation of 

other classes of materials. Their summary and author’s contribution are commented on in 

Chapter 6.  

1.1 The concept of magnetism in uranium intermetallic systems 

Since the majority of 4f electron density in lanthanides is deeply embedded within 

the core of an ion, the interaction of the 4f states with the environment is very weak and 

the magnetic exchange interaction is provided by the polarization of the conducting 

electrons-so called RKKY interaction. Consistently, the observed ground state magnetic 

moments of regular lanthanide ions usually well agree with the corresponding RE
3+

 free-

ion values (gJBJ) calculated within the LS coupling scheme. Contrary, the 5f wave 

functions in actinides are more extended in space, and thus exposed to a much stronger 

interaction with the metallic environment, compared to the 4f case. Consequently, the 5f 

electrons in actinides are, as a rule, delocalized due to their participation in bonding, and 

hence a considerable hybridization of the 5f states with the valence states of neighboring 

atoms (5f-ligand hybridization) exists in the crystal lattice. This applies particularly for 

light actinides up to Pu. 

 

Figure 1.1 Evolution of atomic volume across 3d, 4d, 5d, 4f, and 5f transition metals 

series. The picture was taken from Ref.
1
  

The itineracy of the actinides 5f electrons develops throughout the period. 

According to Johansson and Skriver's model, the contribution to bonding by light 
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actinides is more significant than that in the heavy actinides Figure 1.1 reflected in the 

step of atomic volume. 

Hence the light actinides up to plutonium resemble the band-like behavior of 

transition metals. However, between plutonium and americium, there is a dramatic 

change and the volume increases by about 50%. The heavy actinides atomic volumes, 

from the americium, behave very similar to the lanthanides. The Pu and Am compounds 

are the best candidates from the point of view of investigation of strongly correlated 

electronic phenomena; however, the studies are very limited due to their high radiation. 

Irrespective of difficulties, the Pu superconductors with the highest superconducting 

transitions among the so far explored actinides-PuCoGa5 and PuCoIn5 were reported
2-4

. 

From this point of view, U intermetallics are still located in the vicinity of the 

boundary between localized and itinerant characters. The magnetism of the uranium 

compounds is mostly affected by 5f-5f direct overlap of the wave functions of the nearest 

ion neighbors (dU-U). Therefore, a shorter distance between uranium atoms leads to a 

larger overlap of the 5f functions, which causes the breaking of the Stoner criterion
5
 and 

the magnetic order does not occur. It indicates the importance of the distance parameter 

between uranium atoms related to the magnetic features, which was first realized by H.H. 

Hill
6
. He derived a certain critical distance between Uranium atoms called Hill’s limit, 

separating non-magnetic (superconducting) ground state compounds and magnetic 

ground state compounds. The value of the critical distance was empirically established in 

the range of dU-U = 3.4 - 3.6 Å. Most materials follow this behavior (Figure 1.2). 

 
Figure 1.2 The Hill’s plot

7
, modified by W. Knafo

8
. 

Generally, two one-electron mechanisms can be considered as affecting the 

character of the 5f states. The first one is the already described 5f electron hopping due to 

the overlap of the 5f wave functions from neighboring U-sites leading to the formation of 

the narrow 5f band. The second mechanism, hybridization with wave functions of the 

surrounding ions, has a dual role. In the first approximation, it is a primary mechanism of 

the destabilization of 5f moments, in the second approximation, because the spin 

information can be conserved in the course of the hybridization process, it mediates 

indirect exchange coupling. The maximum ordering temperatures can be consequently 

expected for a moderate strength of hybridization, because a strong hybridization 
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completely suppresses magnetic moments, whereas a weak one leaves moments intact, 

but their coupling is weak
9
. 

The exchange interactions between the existing 5f moments in actinide 

intermetallics considerably involve the corresponding 5f wave functions. Hence it is 

typically much stronger than for the 4f moments interacting only via the RKKY 

interaction. The impact of delocalization on magnetic excitations is even more dramatic. 

No crystal field excitations could be observed by inelastic neutron scattering in the vast 

majority of uranium intermetallics studied so far. Instead, one observes typically a rather 

broad quasielastic response reflecting the 5f-moment instability in analogy to, e.g., 

cerium mixed-valence materials. The delocalized 5f states in U intermetallics give rise to 

an essentially different mechanism of magnetic anisotropy based on two-ion (5f-5f) 

interactions. 

1.2 The issue of magnetic phases, transitions, and crossovers 

The phase transition defines the moment when the system changes its 

thermodynamic properties as a response to variation of the external conditions, most 

often temperature. The phase transitions are traditionally classified into first-order and 

continuous second-order types. At first-order transitions, the two phases co-exist at the 

transition temperature, a typical example is the melting of the ice. On the other hand, at 

continuous second-order transition, the two phases do not co-exist. An important example 

of the second-order transition is the ferromagnetic (FM) or superconducting (SC) 

transition. The transition point during the continuous phase transition is also called the 

critical point. 

The phase transitions mentioned above occur at a finite temperature and 

macroscopic order is destroyed by thermal fluctuations. However, the phase transitions 

can be initialized not only as of the effect of temperature but upon variation of other types 

of external control parameters like pressure, magnetic field, or chemical doping. These 

non-thermally driven phase transitions have attracted the attention of physicists because 

the order of transition can vary and push the system to strange electronic states. Then, for 

example, low temperature magnetic field-induced metamagnetic spin-flip transition in 

highly anisotropic antiferromagnet (AFM) is a first-order type, which is projected to the 

phase diagram by the presence of a so-called tricritical point (TCP). At TCP the first-

order transition transforms to the standard second-order magnetic transition. Surprisingly, 

the recent intensive studies of strongly anisotropic FMs have revealed, that the original 

second-order transition can also systematically transform to field-induced first-order 

transition at TCP, as well
10-12

. 

The special class of transitions are those taking place at zero temperature where 

quantum fluctuations extend the systems about other dynamic dimensions, which strongly 

depends on the dimensionality of the system and the degree of freedom. The variation of 

the non-thermal control parameters can lead the systems to the so-called quantum critical 

point (QCP) and quantum phase transition (QPT)
13

. Experimental development and 

theoretical progress in the last decades have made clear that the presence of QPT plays an 

important role in the unsolved puzzles in heavy-fermion compounds
14

. The physical 

properties of the quantum fluctuations, which can destroy long-range order at absolute 

zero temperature, are quite distinct from those of the thermal fluctuations responsible for 

traditional, finite-temperature phase transitions
13, 15, 16

. At the quantum critical point, the 

low-temperature thermodynamics is characterized by collective modes corresponding to 

fluctuations of the order parameter, rather than by single-fermion excitations as in a 

Fermi liquid. Therefore, non-Fermi-liquid properties arise. The temperature dependencies 

strongly depend on the dimensionality d of the system and the nature of the interactions
17

.  
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A lot of efforts have been invested in this issue particularly in actinide systems or 

4f electron systems with valence instability (Ce and Yb). The intensive research has 

revealed that besides ordinary magnetic phases like FMs or antiferromagnets (AFMs), 

series of strongly correlated electron phases and regimes can arise under the application 

of external non-thermal as well as the character of the phase transition can develop
18

. 

1.3 Magnetic phase diagrams of uranium intermetallic 

From the point of view of systematic exploration of so far unknown electronic 

states and phenomena, uranium intermetallics with the nearest U ions distance respecting 

the Hill’s limit are the promising candidates. Particularly the application of hydrostatic 

pressure is the effective parameter. The pressure, typically in the range of tens of GPa, is 

sufficient capable to bring the nearest U ions closer together, which makes the 5f band 

broader, reducing the density of 5f states at Fermi level and thus suppressing magnetism. 

Unfortunately, the preparation of pressure experiments is expensive and time-

consuming. An alternative approach is via doping of the systems by suitable ions with a 

larger or smaller diameter than the original one, which leads to shrinking or expansion of 

the crystal lattice. This method allows quite a simple exploration of the phase diagrams, 

however, the results are often affected by the induced disorder in the lattice as well as by 

the distribution of the dopant and its participation in the band structure, all effects and 

their contributions are hardly predictable. 

The magnetism of uranium compounds is quite well theoretically predictable by 

ab initio calculation on the electron level, where the effects of 5f wave function overlap, 

hybridization, and electron transfers are treated. On the other hand, many-body 

interactions, which give rise to emergent phenomena, are behind the framework of one-

electron theories. Due to the character of the 5f wave functions, even tiny external effects 

can have a strong impact on the resulting electronic state in such a situation. Therefore, 

detailed experimental studies focused on the search for new materials and construction of 

their two or even three-dimensional phase diagrams are indispensable to unveil the 

physics of uranium 5f electron systems. 

Knowledge of the global landscape of U compounds gave marked success in the 

discovery of many uranium compounds with electronic properties, which often do not 

have any parallel in other solid-state systems. The coexistence of AFM and SC was 

discovered in UPd2Al3
19, 20

 compounds, heavy-fermion SC in UBe13
21

 or UPt3
22-25

 with 

complex SC phases, respectively. The unique case is the hidden ordered state coexisting 

with unconventional SC in URu2Si2, the microscopic mechanism of which remains an 

unresolved issue irrespective of experimental and theoretical efforts for the last decades
26-

29
. 

The remarkable uranium compounds in the fore of nowadays interest of the solid-

state physics community are ferromagnetic superconductors (FM SCs). This group 

consists of only three members UGe2
30

, URhGe
31

, and UCoGe
32

. While the area of 

superconductivity (SC) is pressure-induced in UGe2 on the boundary of two FM phases, 

the mutual coexistence of ferromagnetism (FM) and SC in URhGe and UCoGe appear at 

ambient pressure. 

All three compounds join orthorhombic structures (UCoGe and URhGe are 

isostructural crystallizing in TiNiSi-type structure) where U ions are arranged to the 

characteristic zig-zag chain with the d(U-U) parameters close to Hill’s limit. Therefore, the 

magnetism, particularly in the case of UCoGe, is naturally very unstable, as reflected by 

very low Curie temperature TC = 2.5 K and spontaneous moment only spont  = 0.07 B/f.u. 

At such systems, critical spin fluctuations (SFs) can give ri to an unconventional SC state. 

Within further intensive research of similar orthorhombic compounds, a heavy-fermion 
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SC has been discovered very recently in UTe2
33, 34

. It also crystallizes in orthorhombic 

crystal structure with a similar zig-zag arrangement of U ions. The critical d(U-U) distance 

is just below Hill’s limit and no sign of ordinary magnetic order was detected down to the 

lowest temperatures. However, very strong SFs are still present in this material and SC 

state appears at a significantly higher critical temperature (TSC = 1.6 K) than that of in FM 

SCs. 

The characteristic feature of these systems in the vicinity of magnetic instability is 

very high sensitivity on external parameters like a magnetic field, temperature, doping, or 

external pressure. Its application strongly affects, usually suppresses, the unstable 

magnetic ground states with simultaneously enhanced critical spin fluctuations. It is 

projected in exotic phase diagrams with a rich variety of phases and correlated electronic 

states separated by ordinary type of phase transitions or various crossovers
35-37

. 

The complexity of the real magnetic phase diagram of 5f electron systems can be 

well demonstrated by angular-dependent H-T or p-T phase diagrams of FM SCs and UTe2, 

respectively. The re-entrant superconductivity was detected in FM SCs or multiple 

superconducting phases were detected under pressure in UTe2
38

 as well as the exotic 

field-induced superconducting state was re-enforced above critical magnetic field Hc2 

when the sample was oriented 27±5° from the crystallographic direction b towards c
39

. 

1.4 Motivation and structure of the work 

The motivation of the work is the analysis of the complex magnetic phase diagrams 

of uranium 5f electron systems naturally located near the Hill’s limit concerning the 

development of the character of the phase transitions, crossovers connected with various 

types of paramagnetic regimes, and the rise of strongly correlated electron phenomena as 

a function as external variables-temperature, magnetic field, chemical doping, and 

pressure. 

The work combines two working branches. The synthesis of the well-known but 

not properly studied uranium materials or completely new materials in the form of high-

quality single crystals thanks to unique equipment of the home laboratories in DCMP and 

ASRC, JAEA Tokai, Japan where I was staying as a postdoc for three years position. In 

the second step, all materials were studied as a function of the above listed external 

parameters using in-house instrumentation as well as in frequent cooperation with other 

scientific institutions, namely Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble, The University of 

Tokyo, and Tohoku University in Japan. 

The work is organized into 8 chapters. Chapter 1 is dedicated to an introduction to 

the subject; Chapter 2 summarizes the contribution to the physics of uranium FM SCs 

and related isostructural compounds; Chapter 3 – summary of results in UTX compounds 

of hexagonal ZrNiAl-structure type, Chapter 4 – summary of results on newly discovered 

U2Rh2Pb compound; Chapter 5 – general trends of magnetism in ordered uranium 

systems and Chapter 6 – summary of author’s contribution to various systems in 

cooperation with the colleagues and scientific partners in the sense of growth of single 

crystals of new materials. The last Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions of the author’s 

work. 

2 Magnetism of orthorhombic UTX compounds 

The ternary orthorhombic compounds of UTX composition (T – transition metal, 

X – p-element) represent a broad group of uranium materials that are at the fore of 
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scientific interest in the field of heavy-fermion physics and unconventional 

superconductivity, particularly FM SCs UCoGe and URhGe. The general structure is 

displayed in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 The arrangement of the ions in the orthorhombic TiNiSi-type structure. The 

uranium ions create a zig-zag chain along the a-axis along which the nearest uranium 

neighbor distance dU-U is present
40

.  

UCoGe is FM with TC = 2.5 K and SC appears at TSC = 0.6 K
32

 (both parameters 

strongly sample dependent
41, 42

), URhGe orders at TC = 9.5 K and SC appears at 

TSC = 0.25 K
31

.  

We have arranged the all known orthorhombic UTGe compounds according to 

Hill’s scenario
7
 (Figure 2.2) and realized that URuGe with smaller dU-U < 3.45 Å is 

paramagnets, two FMs UCoGe a URhGe are present in the vicinity of Hill’s limit dU-

U = 3.5 Å and all compounds with dU-U > 3.5 Å are AFMs, all magnetic compounds with 

gradually increasing ordering temperature. 

 

 
Figure 2.2 Illustrative Hill’s plot showing the dependence of the ordering temperature of 

the UTGe compounds as a function of the shortest distance between two nearest uranium 

atoms(dU-U). The shaded region spreads around Hill’s limit (3.5 Å). The position of 

UFeGe is exceptional because UFeGe, as well as UPtGe, do not order in the TiNiSi-type 

structure
43-46

. 

It has been observed that the Ru or Fe substitution rapidly stabilizes the FM state
47

 

in UCoGe, even though URuGe and UFeGe behave like Pauli paramagnets down to the 

lowest temperatures
48-50

. A similar increase of TC was reported in the case of the initial 

substitution of Co and Ru for Rh in URhGe
51, 52

 with the development of a non-Fermi-

liquid (NFL) state on the higher doping boundary of the FM dome
51

. Within this chapter, 
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we have studied the effect of alloying on the stability of the magnetic state of UCoGe - 

UCo1−xRuxGe, UCo1−xRhxGe, and UCo1−xIrxGe, supported by microscopic studies of 

magnetism by polarized neutron diffraction (PND). In the second step, the interest was 

focused on AFM counterpart UIrGe, which is still located in the vicinity of Hill’s limit 

but from the opposite side than UCoGe. Series of high magnetic field and high-pressure 

experiments have been performed to reveal the aspects of magnetism of this interesting 

compound. 

2.1  Study of alloying variants of FM SCs UCoGe and URhGe 

2.1.1 Magnetism and phase diagram of UCo1-xRuxGe system [P1] 

Substitution of UCoGe by Ru was our initial work. To study the development of 

the magnetic and SC state throughout the UCo1−xRuxGe system we prepared a series of 

polycrystalline samples with different Ru concentrations x between 0 and 0.9. We have 

investigated the samples by x-ray diffraction, magnetization, specific heat, and electrical 

resistivity measurements. 

We have detected that the initial Ru substitution up to x = 0.1 leads to a 

stabilization of the weak FM state of UCoGe projected as the simultaneous sharp increase 

of the Curie temperature and spontaneous magnetization up to maximum values of 

TC = 8.6 K and MS = 0.1μB/f.u. respectively, whereas superconductivity vanishes already 

for x = 0.03. Further increase of the Ru content beyond x = 0.1 leads to a precipitous 

decrease of both TC and MS towards a FM QCP at xcr = 0.31. Consequently, the T − x 

magnetic phase diagram (Figure 2.3) consists of a well-developed ferromagnetic dome. 

Further evidence for the FM QCP is offered by the rapid increase of the effective mass of 

the quasiparticles near xcr. The proposed scenario is also corroborated by scaling of the 

ordering temperature with the control parameter itself which obeys the formula 

TC ∼ (xcr − x)
3/4

 and provides an estimate of the critical concentration xcr = 0.31. The FM 

transition of UCo1−xRuxGe compounds in the vicinity of xcr is apparently of a second-

order type in contrast to the first-order transition reported for three-dimensional FMs in 

the vicinity of a QCP
11, 53

. The analysis of the temperature dependencies of the electrical 

resistivity and specific heat at low temperatures of the samples in the vicinity of the QCP 

reveals a non-Fermi-liquid behavior and assigns the FM QPT to be most likely of a 

continuous Hertz-Millis type
17, 54, 55

. 

Considering the change of the dU-U between the nearest U neighbor ions within the 

UCo1−xRuxGe series, we find that dU-U decreases with increasing Ru concentration from ≈ 

3.48 Å in UCoGe to 3.44 Å in URuGe. Both values fall rather into the “nonmagnetic side” 

of the Hill plot
7
. On the other hand, one should bear in mind that each U ion has only two 

nearest U neighbors on the dU-U chain meandering along the a-axis. If the 5f -5f overlap 

was the only mechanism controlling magnetism, then a gradual washout of U magnetic 

moment and monotonous decreasing of TC with increasing Ru content would be expected. 

However, we have observed an initial rapid increase of TC. We note that our observation 

of the FM dome in the magnetic phase diagram in UCo1−xRuxGe is similar to those 

observed for UCo1−xFexGe
56

, URh1−xRuxGe
51

, and URh1−xCoxGe
52

. 

An additional mechanism, namely, the 5f -ligand hybridization, must be taken into 

account for conceiving the complex evolution of FM in these systems. One solution 

based on theoretical band structure calculation provides the mechanism responsible for 

the FM dome in the magnetic phase diagram of UCo1−xRuxGe by following the simple 

model treating the changes of 5f - nd hybridization with variations of the widths and 

mutual positions on the energy scale of the transition metal d bands and U f bands
57

. 

Accordingly, the non-isoelectronic substitution of Co by Ru causes broadening of the d 
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band from 3d to 4d transition-metal-like. Together with the mutual movement of the d 

and f bands on the energy scale itself, we could qualitatively conceive the dome-like 

dependence of the TC. 

 
Figure 2.3 Panel (a) the T − x phase diagram of UCo1−xRuxGe system. The diagram is 

supplemented by the results of the electrical resistivity measurement revealing the 

occurrence of SC in the parent UCoGe compound and in UCo0.99Ru0.01Ge the two data 

points are taken from Ref.
47

(green triangle). The black solid line is only a guide to the eye, 

while the red dashed part is a fit of TC ∼ (xcr − x)
3/4

. The right axis denotes the 

spontaneous magnetization MS (the dashed line in the plot is only a guide to the eye). The 

color plot shows local exponents of the resistivity obtained as n = d ln (ρ−ρ0)d lnT. The 

black-filled circles show the temperature where resistivity starts to deviate from the T
2
 

dependence. Panel (b) shows the evolution of the coefficients n from the fitting of the 

low-temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity with equation ρ = ρ0 + AT
n
 for 

T > TC. The right vertical axis shows RRR = ρ300 K/ρ0.4 K as a function of x. Panel (c) 

shows the development of C/T (extrapolated to 0 K) and the magnetic entropy Sm (value 

for UCoGe is taken from Ref.
58

. 

2.1.2 PND study of ferromagnetism of UCoGe [P2] 

The result of the previous study of UCo1−xRuxGe system with the increase of TC 

and the dome of stable FM phase motivated us to perform a microscopic magnetic study 

to reveal the origin of such behavior. The FM state of UCoGe was considered rather 

complex as Co exhibits a large magnetic moment and thus significantly contributes to the 

total ordered magnetic moment. The polarized neutron diffraction (PND) experiments on 

UCoGe at 0.1 K and magnetic field of 12 T showed an induced moment on the Co site 

that compares to the uranium moment and is antiparallel to it
59

. Macroscopic 

measurements were also consistent with a transition to a ferrimagnetic state in high 
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magnetic fields
60

. However, the reported polarization of the Co magnetic moment 

antiparallel to the U magnetic moment contrasts with the behavior found in another FM 

UTX (X = Al, Ga, Si, and Ge) compounds, for which the U and T moments are always 

found to be parallel, e.g. URhSi
61

, UCoAl
62, 63

, URhAl
64

, URuAl
65

. 

For our experiments, we have prepared two substituted UCoGe single crystals 

with compositions UCo0.97Ru0.03Ge (still in the vicinity of UCoGe) and UCo0.88Ru0.12Ge 

(the highest TC) and studied them by PND. The PND experiment on UCo0.88Ru0.12Ge was 

carried out at the D3 diffractometer in ILL 1.65 K, well below the ordering temperature. 

For UCo0.97Ru0.03Ge, the experiment was carried out at the 5c1 diffractometer of LLB in 

Saclay. Spin densities were deduced from the obtained magnetic structure factors through 

a maximum entropy reconstruction
66-68

. The results (i.e. magnetization density maps with 

the highest probability) are shown in Figure 2.4. 

 
Figure 2.4 Magnetization densities in the (x, y = 0.25, z) plane for UCo0.88Ru0.12Ge in 

applied magnetic fields of 1 T and 9 T || c and UCo0.97Ru0.03Ge in the applied magnetic 

field of 7 T || c. The scale of all maps is mB/cell. T labels the mixed Co/Ru site. 

The Co magnetic moments are oriented parallel to the U moments in both 

compounds, contrary to what is observed in the parent compound UCoGe
59

. Moreover, 

our result was in agreement with parallelly running synchrotron radiation studies (X-ray 

magnetic circular dichrorism
69, 70 

and Compton scattering
71

). We concluded that the 

magnetic state of UCoGe is not anomalous and a common ferromagnetic state was found, 

with the U and Co magnetic moments parallel to each other. 

We have also integrated the magnetization densities in a defined volume to 

estimate the absolute value of the magnetic moments centered on the U and Co ions. For 

this purpose, we choose simple spheres centered on atomic positions. The results are 

summarized in Table III in the original manuscript
72

. In the dipole approximation, the 

magnetic form factor on the uranium site was decomposed into orbital 𝜇𝐿
𝑈 and spin 𝜇𝑆

𝑈 

contributions. The orbital part 𝜇𝐿
𝑈 is the leading part in both compounds and is parallel to 

the applied magnetic field. The weaker spin part, 𝜇𝑆
𝑈, is coupled antiparallel to 𝜇𝐿

𝑈, similar 

to what has been observed in many uranium-based compounds
61, 62

 including UCoGe
59, 71

.  

The |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| ratio carries indirect information about the hybridization strength 

within the selected systems
73

. The smaller |µL/µS| ratio reflects the strong hybridization 

with the s, p, d valence states and the direct overlap of the 5f wave functions 

(intermediate coupling). Generally, a high value of |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| reveals a higher localization 

of the 5f electrons: the 𝜇𝐿
𝑈 density in U intermetallics is usually distributed closer to the 

ion center than the spin density
74, 75

. We have plotted the |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| ratios as a function of 

TC (Figure 2.5). There is a clear increase of the |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈|  ratios from UCo1-xRuxGe 

towards URhSi. Thus, the hybridization strength as delocalization mechanism is the 

lowest in ferromagnetic URhSi where the 5f states are much localized within the TiNiSi-
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type UTX family
76

. The |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈|  ratios for Ru substituted UCoGe single crystals lie 

between the expected UCoGe and URhSi ones, signaling that the 5f states are more 

localized than in the parent compound UCoGe and that the hybridization strength as 

delocalization mechanism is weaker. However, the low absolute values of 𝜇𝐿
𝑈  and 𝜇𝑆

𝑈 

indicate that UCo0.97Ru0.03Ge and UCo0.88Ru0.12Ge and even URhSi can be still classified 

as itinerant ferromagnets. Moreover, the gradual localization of the 5f states in 

UCo0.97Ru0.03Ge and UCo0.88Ru0.12Ge deduced from |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈|  ratios is in very good 

agreement with the relevant physical quantities obtained from our macroscopic 

measurements. We have found systematic scaling of the specific heat jumps Cp/T 

proportional to magnetic entropy at TC for TiNiSi-type UTX compounds – see Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Evolution of the |𝜇𝐿

𝑈/𝜇𝑆
𝑈| ratio and of the magnitude of specific heat jumps 

Cp/T with TC in the TiNiSi-type ferromagnetic UTX compounds. The blue point 

suggests the expected value of the |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| ratio in URhGe where experimental data are 

still missing. The cyan point suggests the expected value of the |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| ratio for the 

UCoGe respecting Cp/T scaling. The URhSi value of |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| was taken from data 

available in Refs.
61

, Cp/T are taken from Refs.
32, 56, 76

. The solid lines are guides to the 

eye. 

Our PND study confirmed that the initial growth of TC and µspont. (x  0.12) in 

UCo1-xRuxGe is due to the weakening of hybridization strength as a delocalization 

mechanism. Based on our study, we have concluded the standard arrangement of 

components of magnetic moments in UCoGe. The most localized 5f electrons within the 

series are in URhSi and URhGe, even so, the localization of the 5f states is still far from 

typical local moment ferromagnets like UAsSe
77

. 

2.1.3 Magnetism in UCo1-xRhxGe system [P3] 

The 5f-electron FMs URhGe
31

 and UCoGe
32

 exhibit strong magneto-crystalline 

anisotropy. The metamagnetic-like phenomena occur in UCoGe and URhGe when a 

magnetic field is applied along the orthorhombic b-axis resulting in the famous magnetic-

field-induced reentrance of SC in their H-T phase diagrams
78-80

. A jump in the 

magnetization of URhGe for H || b is observed at a characteristic field of  12.5 T (in the 

literature marked as HR
81, 82

). This anomaly reflects a first-order metamagnetic phase 

transition (FOMPT) to polarized paramagnetic state (PPM) involving the reorientation of 

the magnetic moment from the c to the b-axis
83, 84

 leading to a loss of ferromagnetic 

ordering. This process induces strong FM spin fluctuations and the field-induced 
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reentrant SC phase has the sharp maximum in the vicinity of HR and vanishes just above 

the HR
79

. 

On the other hand, the b-axis magnetization of UCoGe at 1.5 K shows an upturn 

in the magnetization isotherm at  47.5 T
78

 (in the literature marked as Hm
78

) which is 

more than three times higher on an energy scale than the field of 15 T where the SC in 

UCoGe becomes reinforced
78, 85

. Moreover, in contrast to URhGe, the SC is suppressed 

by a magnetic field applied along b very little creating a broad, so far experimentally 

unbounded, superconducting dome with upper critical field H
b

c2 exceeding 20 T
86, 87

. The 

field of the broad metamagnetic-like anomaly on the low-temperature magnetization 

isotherm in UCoGe is comparable in energy scale to a broad maximum in the temperature 

dependence of magnetic susceptibility, appears
18

. Such a maximum with the upper point 

at so-called Tmax
18

 was observed on the b(T) curve for H || b axis of UCoGe at 37.5 K
78

 

which is far above TC = 2.5 K. On the other hand, a sharp peak at Tmax = TC = 9.5 K
78, 88, 

89
 was found for URhGe. 

The remarkably different behavior of both FM SCs UCoGe and URhGe 

stimulated us to study the evolution of the characteristic magnetization behavior over the 

entire pseudoternary UCo1-xRhxGe system. SC in URhGe
83, 89

 and UCoGe
87, 90, 91

 have 

been intensively studied. In contrast, much less attention has been paid to the 

magnetization behavior in the normal state, particularly to the paramagnetic range in the 

neighborhood of the FM domes in their complex magnetic H-T phase diagrams.  

For the research, we have prepared series of substituted UCo1-xRhxGe compounds 

with compositions x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.8 in the form of single crystals by the 

Czochralski method in a tetra-arc furnace and investigated them primarily by 

magnetization in pulsed magnetic fields up to 57 T installed at the International Mega 

Gauss Science Laboratory of the Institute for Solid State Physics at the University of 

Tokyo - see results in Figure 2.6. 

As illustrated by dashed lines in Figure 2.6, the metamagnetic-like anomalies 

were detected for all compositions at critical fields, which corresponds to identical values 

of magnetization (Mins
 
= 0.35 µB/f.u., Minf. = 0.41 µB/f.u. and Mend = 0.52 µB/f.u.). The 

initial slope of magnetization (dM/dH) at Mins (see inset of Figure 2.6), is ~ five times 

larger (~31 mB/T) for URhGe than for UCoGe (~7 mB/T). We also note that this 

feature is conserved in the isostructural ferromagnet URhSi at the b-axis moment 

polarization crossover
92

 and the b-axis metamagnetic transition (MT) of isoelectronic 

antiferromagnet UIrGe
93

. 

 

Figure 2.6 Magnetization isotherms of all UCo1-xRhxGe compounds measured in pulsed-

field along the b-axis; data for parent compounds are identical to those reported in Ref. 
78
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and displayed with kind permission of authors W. Knafo and D. Aoki. The inset shows 

the development of the magnetization slopes dM/dH at Mins. The dashed lines indicate the 

onset Mins, inflection Minf, and the end Mend of the metamagnetic-like anomalies.  

We have collected magnetic parameters from all the studied compounds and 

constructed the T-x and H-x phase diagrams of the UCo1-xRhxGe in Figure 2.7. 

 

Figure 2.7 a) T-x and b) H-x phase diagrams of the UCo1-xRhxGe system. The value of 

Tmax, HR, and Hm for URhGe and UCoGe, respectively, were taken from Ref. 
78

. The blue 

point in panel (b) marks the critical field of the ferromagnetic phase boundary in UCoGe; 

the point was taken from Ref. 
86

. The long-dashed line in the H-x diagram tentatively 

indicates the evolution of FM  CPM crossover at Hb. The grey line in the T-x diagrams 

in panel (a) tentatively separates the low- and high-Smag concentration regions. 

The T-x diagram of the UCo1-xRhxGe system has two distinctly different parts. For 

x < 0.4 the, M(T) dependences are characterized by the broad maximum in magnetic 

susceptibility at Tmax showing up well above TC while a sharp peak appears at TC = Tmax 

on the URhGe side (x ≥ 0.4). The region extends to the FM limit of the isoelectronic 

URh1-xIrxGe system
94

, indicating that this phenomenon is very robust.  

The maximum in magnetic susceptibility along the b is attributed to a crossover to 

the so-called correlated paramagnetic (CPM) regime
18, 37

. Thus, the cooling of the 

compounds with 0 < x < 0.4 consists of PM-CPM crossover followed by a CPM-FM 

phase transition at TC. In contrast, cooling of the compounds with 0.4  x < 1, results in a 

direct PM-FM phase transition at TC. The detected metamagnetic fields Hm vary with x in 

quite the same manner as the value Tmax with the proposed energy scale1 T ~ 1 K 
18

 in 

agreement with observations in recent examples
35, 93-96

.  

Our detailed knowledge of the transitions and crossovers between PM, CPM, 

PPM, and FM allows us to explain the different shapes of the superconducting re-entrant 

domes for both parent compounds. The FM 
𝐻𝑅
→  PPM FOMPT of Lifshitz type in URhGe 

is connected with an increase of both the longitudinal and transversal magnetic 

fluctuations supporting the SC state
89

. However, this FOMPT to the PPM resulting in a 

polarization of the magnetic moments towards the b-axis must necessarily lead to sudden 

freezing of the magnetic fluctuations. Therefore, the re-entrant SC sharply disappears 

above HR. In contrast, the FM 
𝐻𝑏
→  CPM crossover in UCoGe does not polarize the 

magnetic moments. Therefore, it is not prohibitive for the spin fluctuations and the SC 

state can survive in the CPM to very high magnetic fields with the enormous value of 

Hc2(0)
87

 (and above pc
97

, where the CPM should exist, as well). The field-induced 

transition from the FM state in UCoGe and URhGe is different and terminates in different 

paramagnetic states, CPM and PPM, respectively. 
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2.2 UIrGe - Antiferromagnetism and its stability under external 

conditions 

Isostructural FM SCs URhGe and UCoGe of TiNiSi-type structure are naturally 

located close to the empirical Hill’s criterion
98, 99

. However, much less attention has been 

paid to the other TiNiSi-type structure compounds particularly the isostructural and 

isoelectronic UIrGe, which has an antiferromagnetic (AFM) ground state (Néel 

temperature TN = 16.5 K)
94, 100

 with  = 16 mJ/molK
2100

 and still lies just next to the 

boundary of Hill’s limit having almost the identical dU-U like FM SC URhGe
94

. At 

temperatures below TN, FOMPTs have been observed at critical fields µ0Hc = 21 T and 14 

T (at 2 K) applied along b and c, respectively
101

. These interesting findings qualitatively 

similar to the magnetic features of URhGe along the b-axis motivated us to perform 

series of systematic studies of UIrGe magnetism and its stability under influence of 

external parameters like high pressure, magnetic field as well as substitution of Ir site by 

neighboring isoelectronic elements Co and Rh creating FM SCs. Our results have 

revealed the complex aspects of magnetic phase transitions in AFM UIrGe summarized 

in the first constructed detailed p-T, H-T, and x-T phase diagrams.  

2.2.1 Effect of high pressure and p-T phase diagram of UIrGe [P4] 

In this part of the research, we have investigated the effect of hydrostatic pressure 

on the magnetism of UIrGe. The plot in Figure 2.8 suggests that the contraction of the 

unit cell volume and the parameter dU-U by the hydrostatic pressure may drive the UIrGe 

compound to a FM state and finally to the magnetic instability. In such a case, hydrostatic 

pressure should cause the closing of the AFM gap and the recovery of the high coefficient, 

which is rather low in comparison with the FM SCs
40

. We supposed that UIrGe may be a 

candidate material in which the superconductivity can potentially develop on the 

boundary of the AFM phase induced by hydrostatic pressure. 

 

Figure 2.8 Evolution of magnetic ordering temperature and type in orthorhombic TiNiSi-

type UTGe compounds as a function of dU-U. The blue arrow tentatively indicates the 

expected effect of hydrostatic pressure on the magnetism of UIrGe.  

So far the best quality UIrGe single crystals were grown by Czochralski pulling in 

a tetra-arc furnace for the study, which was carried out in three types of pressure cells. A 

CuBe/NiCrAl piston-cylinder-type high-pressure cell was utilized up to 1.7 GPa
102

. 

Experiments up to 15 GPa were performed in a cubic-anvil cell in The Institute for Solid 

State Physics, The University of Tokyo. Technical details are available in Ref.
103

. 

The preliminary experiment in the piston-cylinder type cell at pressures up to 1.7 

GPa revealed a very small shift of the ordering temperature from TN = 16.6 K at ambient 
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pressure to 16.4 K at 1.7 GPa. Nevertheless, it is a well-known fact that the response of 

physical quantities to external parameters is often nonmonotonic and a sudden change 

can appear approaching pc
82, 104

. Therefore, we extended the hydrostatic pressure range up 

to 15 GPa using the cubic anvil cells. The value of TN is only moderately affected up to 7 

GPa. Then the TN has started to drop up to 11 GPa to value 11.5 K. We did not find any 

evidence of a magnetic transition at 13 and 15 GPa. This suggests a sudden fall of TN 

between 11 and 13 GPa. We collected the values of TN from all the performed 

measurements and constructed the first p-T phase diagram Figure 2.9). As the diagram 

shows, we did not detect any sign of SC in the vicinity of the pc down to 20 mK. 

We conclude that the magnetism of UIrGe can be suppressed by hydrostatic 

pressure like in the case of FM UCoGe. However, the shapes of their magnetic domes are 

markedly different. The steep-like drop to zero from a relatively high TN just above pc in 

UIrGe is in contrast to the gradual vanishing of the FM in UCoGe up to the intersection 

with the summit of the SC dome
91, 97, 105

. The sudden drop in TN at pc and the resulting 

rectangular p-T phase diagram of UIrGe have the signature of a first-order transition. We 

surmise the scenario of a first-order transition based on the magnetic structure. The 

reported AFM magnetic structure of UIrGe consists of canted FM chains along the a-axis 

that are mutually antiferromagnetically coupled
106

. The FM chains along the a-axis in 

UIrGe are identical to the magnetic structure of the FM SC UCoGe
59, 69, 72

, and URhGe
107

. 

We can deduce that there are two magnetic interactions in UIrGe, 

antiferromagnetic inter-J- and FM intra-J*-chain interactions competing with each other. 

The J* has the same nature as that in FM compounds. The pressure may affect the J-J* 

balance in UIrGe and make the FM component more important at pc. However, a high-

pressure neutron diffraction experiment is highly desirable to resolve the magnetic 

structure of UIrGe in the vicinity of pc to reveal the origin of the first-order-like transition 

that appeared in the recently reported H-T
83, 108

 and p-T
109

 phase diagrams of clean FM 

metals. 

 
Figure 2.9 The p-T phase diagram of UIrGe. The grey line tentatively marks the critical 

pressure pc. 

The electrical resistivity data indicates moderately enhanced electron effective 

mass in the paramagnetic state above pc. A Kadowaki-Woods empirical analysis gave 

reasonable agreement between the evaluated parameters A and  below and also above pc. 

Both quantities change abruptly at pc. This corroborates the scenario that a rather large 

AFM gap is closed at pc which may cause a large reconstruction of the Fermi surface and 

an increase of the Sommerfeld coefficient  from its low value at ambient pressure.  
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We have also considered whether hydrostatic pressure can induce the AFM to FM 

transformation because of the reduced volume and the decrease in of dU-U upon applying 

pressure. The effect of the collapse of the AFM state followed by the development of a 

FM phase was recently observed in USb2
104

. However, we did not have any evidence 

from the high-pressure electrical resistivity data that this occurs for UIrGe. This scenario 

contradicts the existence of a FM phase in lattice-expanded UIrGe hydride
110

. The FM in 

UIrGe can be drawn by the alloying with smaller Si atoms creating a lattice contracted 

paramagnet UIrSi
111, 112

. The surprising analogy between the hydrostatic and chemical 

pressure by Si substitution can be found in all three isoelectronic compounds. The 

response of UCoGe is similar to that of UIrGe
91, 97, 105

. Hydrostatic pressure increases TC 

only in URhGe
113

. Accordingly, the Si analogs UCoSi
112

 and UIrSi
111, 112

 are paramagnets. 

URhSi is FM
76

 with a higher TC (10.5 K) than that of URhGe. 

2.2.2 Effect of high magnetic field and H-T phase diagram of UIrGe [P5] 

The motivation for the study of the H-T phase diagram of the UIrGe is the effect 

on the magnetic and superconducting properties of the neighboring FM SCs URhGe and 

UCoGe. Particularly in the case of URhGe, the field applied along the magnetically hard 

b-axis induces a reorientation of the U magnetic moments from the magnetization easy c-

axis to the b-axis at a field HR ~12 T
79, 83

. The ferromagnetic phase vanishes at HR by a 

first-order transition and tricritical fluctuations 
83, 84, 108, 114

 accompanied with a Fermi 

surface reconstruction
88, 115, 116

. 

UIrGe is AFM but it also exhibits field-induced metamagnetic jump at ~21 T (at 

4.2 K)
101, 117

 along the b-axis, which qualitatively resembles the magnetic anomaly 

observed in URhGe. Moreover, a broad maximum at Tmax = 29 K far above the magnetic 

ordering temperature (16.5 K) appears in the temperature dependence of susceptibility , 

which resembles the observations on the magnetization of UCoGe
78

. 

We have investigated high-quality UIrGe single crystal within the entire H-T 

phase space for magnetic field applied along the b-axis by detailed magnetization, 

specific heat, and magnetocaloric effect measurements in pulsed fields up to 60 T in The 

Institute for Solid State Physics at The University of Tokyo. 

The collection of characteristic parameters of magnetism in UIrGe – TN, Hc, Tmax, 

Hm, and Tdev determined by the aforementioned measurements enabled us to construct a 

magnetic H-T phase diagram in the plane for magnetic fields along the b axis, which is 

displayed in Figure 2.10.  

 
Figure 2.10 The UIrGe T-H phase diagram for magnetic fields applied along the b axis. 

The red triangles represent the Hc values of MTs determined by measurements of M(H) 

isotherms in static magnetic fields. The magenta triangle corresponds to Hc of the MT 
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detected at 1.6 K by the specific heat measurement in pulsed fields. The average of Hc↑ 

and Hc↓ values is displayed as Hc in the case of FOMPTs. The dark blue circles represent 

the TN determined from Cp(T) data in static magnetic fields reported in Refs
101, 118

. The 

dark green circles correspond to Hm values from pulsed-field M(H) data. The green 

squares represent the Tmax values, temperatures of maxima of (T) dependences measured 

in static magnetic fields. The yellow circle with coordinates [Ttc,Htc] is the point between 

the low-temperature region with FOMPT and high-temperature region SOMPT. The light 

blue diamond corresponds to the temperature Tdev, below which the (T) data deviate 

from the high-temperature data (> 55 K) fit to an MCW law. 

 

The phase diagram consists of the dome of the AFM phase, however, the MTs and 

field-induced magnetic states are rather complex. The MTs at T < 13 K and 

corresponding fields µ0H > 15 T exhibit a field hysteresis, a hallmark of FOMPT, 

whereas the transitions at higher temperatures T > 13 K and lower magnetic fields µ0H < 

15 T show no trace of hysteresis as expected for SOMPT. The conclusion about FOMPTs 

at temperatures below 13 K is also corroborated by observing the asymmetric signal of 

the MCE observed in the vicinity of the transition. Moreover, the FOMPTs at low 

temperatures (<13 K) are accompanied by a dramatic increase of the Sommerfeld 

coefficient which is presumably a result of the Fermi surface reconstruction.  

The extra S-shape curvatures have been detected at temperatures T > 13 K in the 

magnetization isotherms. The magnetic field Hm marking the inflection point of the S-

shaped is attributed to the characteristic field of the crossover from the CPM to the PPM 

regime. The crossover line is heading towards the point, where the MT turns from the 

first-order to the second-order phase transition. Tmax simultaneously approaches TN to 

become equal Tmax  TN at the tentatively considered TCP that separates the high-

temperature segment of the SOMPTs and the low-temperature segment of the FOMPTs. 

Interestingly, also the line representing the temperature-induced evolution of Hm is bound 

for this point in the magnetic phase diagram.  

To circumscribe properly the CPM regime we have established a characteristic 

temperature Tdev. When decreasing temperature below Tdev, the (T) data progressively 

deviate downwards from the MCW law, show a broad maximum at Tmax, and suddenly 

drop at TN due to the onset of AFM ordering. The evolution of susceptibility correlates 

with the convex shape of magnetization curves between Hc and Hm. An effect of 

(dynamic) AFM correlations between magnetic moments (or static short-range AFM 

order) in the paramagnetic state may be tentatively considered as a possible explanation. 

The AFM correlations (or static short-range AFM order) may cause that some originally 

paramagnetic moments to couple antiferromagnetically with their counterparts. 

The Cp/T value at 1.6 K, which can be in our case a reasonable estimate of γ, 

undergoes a sudden jump in the vicinity of Hc, when magnetic ordering is destroyed by 

the magnetic field. The Cp/T is stabilized at 90 mJ/molK
2
 above Hc, which corresponds 

to the extrapolated Cp/T (0 T) value from temperatures above TN (0 T)
94

. We tentatively 

attribute this result to Fermi surface (FS) reconstruction although we are aware that also 

some other mechanisms, e.g. field-induced change of magnetic fluctuations, can cause the 

change of γ.  

We concluded that UIrGe magnetic features are complex and qualitatively 

resemble the magnetic phenomena of FM SCs. The FOMPT and TCP were detected both 

in the phase H-T diagram of URhGe and UIrGe. Moreover, the FOMPT to PPM in UIrGe 

is connected with the recovery of high γ likely connected with Fermi surface 

reconstruction. On the other hand and in contrast to URhGe, the large area of the CPM 

region is detected above the AFM dome and its TCP. It may resemble the feature of 
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UCoGe, where a similar CPM region was detected. However, the CPM region in UCoGe 

H-T phase diagram fully covers the dome of FM in the H-T phase diagram therefore the 

MT from ordinary magnetic state to PPM cannot be realized. 

2.2.3 Magnetism and phase diagram of URh1-xIrxGe system [P6] 

The previous studies of UIrGe compounds and revealed similarities of the 

magnetic phenomena with FM SCs UCoGe and URhGe motivated us to focus on how the 

ferromagnetic state of FM SCs will transform to AFM state of UIrGe. We have utilized 

the fact that the UIrGe
119

 has an almost identical parameter dU-U with URhGe. In this part 

of the research, we have studied the magnetic properties in the substituted pseudoternary 

UIr1-xRhxGe system where the FM/AFM boundary at low temperature is expected. Many 

studies have been carried out to determine the delicate balance of magnetic interactions in 

UTGe alloy systems but primarily on polycrystalline samples where the features of 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy remain hidden
47, 52, 99, 120-123

. Our single crystal study has 

allowed us to develop a general picture of the magnetism in the AFM part of the UIr1-

xRhxGe system which surprisingly preserves many of the magnetic features of the FM 

parent compounds URhGe and UCoGe. Our discussion and conclusions are based on a 

detailed analysis of the crystal structure, magnetization, and specific heat. 

High-quality single crystals were grown by Czochralski pulling in a tetra-arc 

furnace from polycrystalline precursors of representative concentrations covering 

appropriately the full x scale of the UIr1-xRhxGe system. The AFM/FM boundary in the 

UIr1-xRhxGe system is interesting from the standpoint that AFM UIrGe and FM URhGe 

have very similar lattice parameters arising from almost identical radii of the transition 

element ions
124

. The unit cell volume of UIrGe is only about 0.07 % larger than that of 

URhGe
119, 125

. The very small change of the unit cell volume arises from the nearly 

perfect cancelation of the weakly expanded lattice parameter c and shortened b. The 

crucial parameter a remains unchanged and reflects an almost constant dU-U distance.  

We have collected magnetic parameters of all the studied compounds in the UIr1-

xRhxGe system and constructed a magnetic phase diagram (Figure 2.11).  

The fundamental result is the detected discontinuity in all magnetic quantities 

between the utmost AFM UIr0.45Rh0.55Ge and FM UIr0.43Rh0.57Ge. We have detected the 

discontinuity in the ordering temperatures as well as in Hb,crit, and a finite value of Hc,crit 

on the AFM side. The discontinuity between the FM and AFM at critical concertation 

UIr0.44Rh0.56Ge is also supported by the specific heat of AFM UIr0.45Rh0.55Ge with the 

nascent FM phase with no sign of a merger of TC and TN. Instead, a clear gap 2.3 K was 

detected. A particularly important issue is the evolution of the maximum in magnetic 

susceptibility at Tmax. It is an intriguing property of URhGe where TC  Tmax
78, 88

 and this 

trend is maintained towards the ultimate FM compound UIr0.43Rh0.57Ge. Tmax suddenly 

splits from TN at the AFM border. 
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Figure 2.11 Magnetic phase diagram of the UIr1-xRhxGe system. The upper panel shows 

the full concentration range, the bottom one shows the area around the AFM/FM 

boundary in detail. *The point is 0.085T. The critical concentration is tentatively 

established at xcrit = 0.56. The lines are guides to the eye. 

At the FM/AFM boundary, both the TN and TC are finite. Such a phase diagram 

could be realized in a system involving two independent magnetic intra- (J) and inter- 

(J*) chain couplings along the axis a. Indeed, U moments are aligned ferromagnetically 

along the chain in both UIrGe and URhGe. This indicates J > 0 (FM) on both sides of the 

boundary. Then the AFM/FM boundary can be defined as the point where only J* 

changes sign from J* < 0 (AFM for Ir) to J* > 0 (FM for Rh). Because of the 

discontinuous transition J*  0. Naturally, both TN and TC are finite with J > 0. 

The second scenario considers the effect of bandwidth Wd of the valence 4d and 

5d states of Rh and Ir
126

, respectively, affecting the 5f-d hybridization and also the spin-

orbit s-o interaction of the much heavier Ir ion
127

. This should be verified by a detailed 

electronic structure study by ARPES or dHvA effect in UIrGe. 

Existence of the quantum critical points QCP was reported in the neighboring 

alloying FM-PM and AFM-PM systems URh1-xRuxGe
51, 128

, UCo1-xFexGe
56

, UCo1-

xRuxGe
99

 or UPd1-xRuxGe
120

. The UIr1-xRhxGe system behaves like the other AFM-FM 

alloy system UPd1-xCoxGe where magnetic order survives in the entire concentration 

range
121

. In contrast to UPd1-xCoxGe, a deep local minimum in the ordering temperatures 

is created at the AFM/FM boundary in UIr1-xRhxGe almost at the level of TC of UCoGe. 

Secondly, the analysis suggests here an enhancement of the coefficient UIr0.43Rh0.57Ge  

175 mJ/molK
2
 (Fig. 12), the highest in the UCoGe-URhGe-UIrGe system, indicating 

enhancement of the magnetic fluctuations typical for the development of a QCP reported 

in the above-listed alloy systems. However, magnetic fluctuations are interrupted in UIr1-
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xRhxGe by a very stable AFM phase and a QCP is not due to the AFM gap opening in the 

magnetic Brillouin zone. 

The constructed phase diagram opens the question of whether the b-axis crossover 

region circumscribed by Tmax and Hm is a product of the specific feature of the uranium 

magnetism or it is related to a heavy-fermion phase. It seems that the crossover region is 

substantially reduced or does not exist in the URhGe because of Tmax  TC. Then, critical 

field Hb,crit and Tmax and TC are proportional to a constant factor Hb,crit/Tmax = Hb,crit/TC  

1.33. On the other hand, we surmise a large area of the crossover region existing between 

the UCoGe - UCo0.6Rh0.4Ge where Tmax > TC. Very high Hb,crit ~ 50 T of UCoGe seems 

to be connected with Tmax not having any relation with TC. Identically, the Tmax > TN in 

the AFM UIr1-xRhxGe but both seem to have one common Hb,crit. Thus, the relation 

between TC, TN, Tmax and Hb,crit varies through the system and is digestedly summarized in 

Figure 2.12.  

 
Figure 2.12 Schematic Hb-T phase diagrams of the UCoGe, URhGe, and UIrGe. The 

UCoGe diagram was constructed using data from works
78, 129

, URhGe diagram from 

work
78

, and UIrGe using our data and work
101

. The position of the TCP in URhGe was 

taken from work
83

. The transformation from the SOMPT to FOMPT in UIrGe was 

deduced from the specific heat data in work
101

. 

We conclude that UIr1-xRhxGe system represents a discontinuity at xcrit = 0.56 in 

all the magnetic parameters between the FM and AFM phase typical for the first-order 

transition. QCP is not realized at xcrit because of finite TC and TN. However, magnetic 

fluctuations are moderately enhanced approaching the FM limit. The recovery of the 

magnetic fluctuations in the AFM compounds is possible in an applied magnetic field 

along the b- and c-axis. Stronger fluctuations are expected along the b axis probably due 

to the crossover region. 

 

 

2.2.4 Magnetism in UCo1-xIrxGe system [P7] 

It is, of course, of natural interest to see the effect of alloying UIrGe with the 

second FM superconductor UCoGe. The evolution of magnetism with increasing distance 

of U nearest neighbors within the series of UTGe compounds seems to follow Hill’s 

scenario 
40, 99, 130

 when starting by the paramagnetic (PM) ground state of URuGe 

followed up by ferromagnets UCoGe
32

 and URhGe
131

 and antiferromagnets (AFM) 

UIrGe
93, 101

, UNiGe
132-134

 and UPdGe
48, 49

. Despite this empirical finding, the evolution of 

magnetism in pseudo-ternary alloy systems is often unexpectedly different as it was 

shown in the previousUCo1-xRuxGe, UCo1-xRhxGe, and URh1-xIrxGe systems. This 

confirms the fact that the microscopic origin of the magnetism in these compounds is 

more complex than determined only by the overlaps of the 5f orbitals of the nearest-

neighbor U ions. We could see that despite this empirical finding, the evolution of 
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magnetism in pseudo-ternary alloy systems is often unexpectedly different. This confirms 

the fact that the microscopic origin of the magnetism in these compounds is more 

complex than determined only by the overlaps of the 5f orbitals of the nearest-neighbor U 

ions. The strong role of competing FM and AFM interactions mediated by the 5f-ligand 

hybridization determining the magnetic ground state was predicted for these compounds
92, 

135
. 

These aspects motivated us to investigate the UCo1-xIrxGe system which has a 

ferromagnet (UCoGe) and an antiferromagnet (UIrGe) as parent compounds. The FM 

intra-chain coupling is preserved in both mother compounds. On the other hand, the AFM 

inter-chain coupling of U magnetic moments is present in UIrGe 
136

. Moreover, the 

UCoGe exhibits uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy with the easy magnetization axis 

along the c direction while an XY-type anisotropy with the easy bc-plane has been 

reported in UIrGe. The strong role of competing FM and AFM interactions mediated by 

the 5f-ligand hybridization determining the magnetic ground state was expected in this 

system. 

To study the development of the magnetic states in the UCo1-xIrxGe system we 

have prepared a series of polycrystalline samples with different Co/Ir concentrations to 

fully cover all regions of expected interesting magnetic property changes. Based on the 

polycrystalline study several single crystals were grown by Czochralski pulling in a tri-

arc furnace using pulling speeds of 6 mm/h.The magnetization, specific heat, and 

resistivity data allow us to sketch a tentative T-x magnetic-phase diagram for the UCo1-

xIrxGe system shown in Figure 2.13. The AC susceptibility and electrical resistivity 

measurements down to 0.4 K revealed that the superconductivity persist only up to 

x = 0.01.  

The resulting T-x phase diagram of the UCo1-xIrxGe system is characterized by a 

very narrow concentration interval of stability of ferromagnetism and a wide intermediate 

concentration region without magnetic ordering. This contrasts the evolution of 

magnetism in the URh1-xIrxGe system reported to exhibit an extended range of stable 

ferromagnetism in Rh rich compounds up to a discontinuous transformation (typical for a 

first-order transition) between the FM and AFM phases of parent compounds at a critical 

concentration xcrit = 0.56 
135

. 

 
Figure 2.13. T-x magnetic phase diagram of UCo1-xIrxGe system. The temperatures 

marked by magenta/navy stars depicting TC/Tmax,c were obtained on polycrystals. The 

data for UCoGe (marked by a magenta circle) are taken from Ref.
137

. 

Finding a plausible explanation for the striking difference between the T-x phase 

diagrams of UCo1-xIrxGe and URh1-xIrxGe is not an easy task. We can try to approach this 
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problem by discussing the mechanisms affecting the key components of magnetism in 

uranium intermetallic compounds, uranium magnetic moments, and exchange 

interactions between them with a special focus on the studied systems. 

The 5f-electron uranium wave functions, which are propagated in space overlap 

and interact with the 5f-orbitals of neighboring U ions (5f-5f overlap) and hybridize with 

valence electron orbitals of nonuranium ligands (5f-ligand hybridization)
138

. As a result, 

the 5f-orbitals lose in compounds their atomic character and the U magnetic moments are 

reduced compared to free U-ion moments (U
3+

 or U
4+

). The large 5f-5f  overlap by rule 

prevents the formation of a permanent atomic 5f-electron magnetic moment in materials 

in which the distance of nearest-neighbor U atoms (called dU-U ) is smaller than the Hill 

limit
7
. The 5f-ligand hybridization has more subtle effects on magnetism which show up 

in the lower U-content compounds where the ligands surrounding U ions prevent the 

direct U-U bonds
138

. The direct overlap of U 5f -wave functions is also responsible for the 

direct U-U  exchange interaction, while the 5f-ligand hybridization mediates the indirect 

exchange interaction between U ion moments separated by the involved ligand.  

The strong spin-orbit interaction in uranium ions induces an orbital magnetic 

moment that dominates the spin moment. This happens in all so far investigated magnetic 

U materials even in the cases of weak itinerant ferromagnets like UNi2
139, 140

 and 

UCoGe
69, 141

. 

The ferromagnetism in UCoGe is characterized by the low TC value (= 2.7 K) and 

an extremely reduced spontaneous magnetic moment µs = 0.07 µB at 2 K
142

. The 

ferromagnetic ordering in UCoGe is suppressed by the application of low hydrostatic 

pressure of only  1 GPa
91, 97, 105

. The small magnetic moment and rapid suppression of 

TC in hydrostatic pressure are hallmarks of weak itinerant ferromagnetism. 

URhGe becomes ferromagnetic at higher TC  (= 9.6 K) and the magnetic moment 

of µs  0.4 µB is also reduced but still much larger than that in UCoGe
131, 143

. Results of 

electronic structure calculations for URhGe
144

 suggest itinerant 5f-electron 

ferromagnetism also in this compound. However, the ferromagnetic order in URhGe is 

unusually stable in applied hydrostatic pressure. The Curie temperature increases with 

linearly increasing applied pressure up to  17.5 K at 13 GPa
145

.  

The increase of TC with pressure in metallic ferromagnets is usually associated 

with more localized magnetic states, i.e. 5f-electron states in U compounds. UGa2 can be 

taken as a prominent example
146, 147

. Very different degrees of localization can be 

identified e.g. by the response of critical temperature to external pressure. It has been 

demonstrated by an opposite pressure effect on TC in the ferromagnets, namely a negative 

effect in the case of UCoGa with more delocalized 5f states and positive effect in URhGa 

having the 5f states considerably more localized leading to much larger U magnetic 

moments than in the UCoGa case
145, 148

, represents an analogy to the pair UCoGe, 

URhGe. In this scenario, the UCoGe is a weak itinerant 5f-electron ferromagnet with the 

spontaneous moment of 0.07 B/f.u. and URhGe has considerably more localized 5f-

electron states yielding a stable U moment of 0.43 B/f.u. This is also well documented 

by the stability of ferromagnetism in URh1-xIrxGe which persists up to x = 0.43 whereas 

the ferromagnetism in UCo1-xIrxGe ceases with only slight Ir doping of x < 0.02. A tiny U 

magnetic moment in UCoGe appears on the verge of instability. It is known that no 

ferromagnetic order could be observed in some UCoGe samples
41, 149

. Therefore the 

substitutional disorder in UCo0.98Ir0.02Ge could be considered as the mechanism 

suppressing the ordered U moment
148, 150, 151

. 

Important arguments corroborating the very different degree of localization of 5f-

electrons and consequently the different stability of ferromagnetism in UCoGe and 

URhGe provide the values of lattice parameters. The URhGe unit cell is apparently in all 
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three dimensions larger than that of UCoGe. This implies also a larger value of dU-U and 

other interatomic distances leading to a smaller 5f-5f overlap and weaker 5f-ligand 

hybridization, which results in a less reduced U magnetic moment in URhGe. UIrGe and 

URhGe have very similar lattice parameters arising from almost identical radii of the 

transition element ions
124

. Thus, the changes in lattice parameters due to substitutions in 

the URh1-xIrxGe system are almost negligible. Then stable FM and AFM phases on the 

Rh and Ir side, respectively, of the phase diagram can be expected. 

3 UTX of ZrNiAl structure type 

Besides the ternary UTX orthorhombic compounds of TiNiSi-type structure, there 

is another large group of hexagonal compounds of identical formula crystalizing in the 

ZrNiAl structure type. The typical p-elements in these series are Sn, Al, Ga, and In. While 

the U ions are arranged in the zig-zag chain in TiNiSi-type compounds, ZrNiAl is a 

layered structure where mixture layers of U-T ions are periodically stacked with the T-X 

layers. This structural arrangement and strong overlap of the U 5f wave functions within 

the U-T layers are responsible for strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy of these 

compounds with magnetization easy axis typically along the hexagonal c-axis. The 

resulting two unique T-metal sites in ZrNiAl are another difference in contrast with the 

TiNiSi-type structure compounds
152

. A large variety of magnetic ground states can be 

found in this class of compounds from the rank of PMs, FMs as well as AFMs with 

complex magnetic structures
153, 154

. The recent interest focuses on ground state PM 

UCoAl
63, 155-159

 which features differ significantly from ordinary PMs. UCoAl has 

attracted much interest because of the very low critical field of the MT (Bc  0.6 T), 

which occurs only in fields parallel to the c axis
160

 accompanied by tricritical 

phenomena
161-163

. 

3.1 Magnetism and magnetic phase diagram of UCo1-xRuxAl [P8] 

A spectacular feature of the PM UCoAl is the rise of very stable FM in its solid 

solutions already at tiny concentration of dopant (x < 1%). The observed sudden FM in 

UCoAl is a surprisingly general phenomenon for the majority substituting T-metals. The 

UCo1-xRuxAl
164

 solid solutions, the subject of our research, is the case where the FM 

phase rises between two ground state PMs
165

. Already the tiny amount of Ru (x  0.01) 

in UCoAl suddenly gives rise to stable FM with an enormous TC jump from zero up to 

almost 20 K
166, 167

. Further substitution by Ru increases TC reaching 60 K for x  0.3. 

Beyond this optimum amount, the FM phase is suppressed and survives up to the critical 

Ru concentration xcrit.  0.8. However, the later FM phase behavior significantly changes 

at higher concentrations
166, 168-171

. Since the features of the FM phase differ at opposite 

boundaries, it indicates the evolution of the magnetic interactions through the system. 

While FOMPT is predicted for the clean FM metals SOMPT FM/PM transitions can 

extend down to 0 K in disordered metals
172

. Thus, UCo1-xRuxAl represents a unique 

system for research where FM QCP can appear in both limits of substitutional disorder – 

in the limit of a clean FM metal (UCoAl side of the FM dome) and disordered FM metal 

(URuAl side of the FM dome). Moreover, the microscopic relation of the strong FM in 

UCo1-xRuxAl to particular properties of the parent PM compounds was unclear. 

For the study, UCo1-xRuxAl single crystals with nominal compositions x = 0.60, 

0.73, and 0.81 were grown by the Czochralski method in tri-arc and tetra-arc furnaces 

and investigated by mean of magnetic transport, thermodynamic methods. The 
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microscopic origin of magnetism was investigated by neutron diffraction. The polarized 

neutron diffraction experiments were performed on the same sample on the 5C1 

diffractometer at the LLB Saclay institution. 

Key results are provided by PND (Figure 3.1), showing the development of the 

hybridization strength through the system. Microscopic evidence for delocalization of the 

5f states can be deduced from the value of the |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| ratio. Generally, a higher value of 

|𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| suggests a stronger localization of the 5f electrons and vice versa
72, 74, 75

. Here, in 

the vicinity of TC,max for UCo0.38Ru0.62Al., |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| equals only 1.63(12) which is far from 

the U
3+

 and U
4+

 free ion values
72

 and comparable to that seen in the generally accepted 

itinerant FM UCoGe
69, 72, 141

. |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈|  2.3 was found for the field induced FM state of 

UCoAl
62

. The URuAl magnetic ground state is rather unusual. Calculated band structure 

based on spin and orbital-polarized LSDA method supposes that PM state is caused by 

the almost perfect cancelation of the reduced 𝜇𝐿
𝑈  and 𝜇𝑆

𝑈  resulting |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈|  ratio only 

1.3
165

. |𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| = 1.63 of UCo0.38Ru0.62Al is in between that of UCoAl and that expected 

for URuAl. 

The strength of the hybridization can be deduced from the proportion of the 

induced magnetic moments in T - sites. While almost equivalent induced magnetic 

moments were found in Co sites in UCoAl
62

 the Ru sites in URuAl are magnetically 

inequivalent with the significantly larger magnetic moment in the U - T plane
65

. Our 

results show two times higher induced magnetic moment for T site in U - T plane. It gives 

evidence for the growth of the hybridization strength in U - T plane most likely driving 

the magnetism in UCo1-xRuxAl. It is in agreement with the observation by Hall effect. H 

of UCo0.38Ru0.62Al is similar to UCoAl at the metamagnetic transition
156

. Significantly 

enhanced values of H were detected for UCo0.25Ru0.75Al and UCo0.24Ru0.76Al, which 

agree well with the suggested importance of seven d electrons for the paramagnetic state 

of URuAl
165

. Nevertheless, we did not find any scaling of the magnetic parameters in the 

ZrNiAl-type UTAl FMs representing more complex magnetic interactions in comparison 

to neighboring TiNiSi-type UTX FMs (with one unique T site) where scaling of Smag and 

|𝜇𝐿
𝑈/𝜇𝑆

𝑈| were found for a large series of pure and also substituted compounds as the 

functions of dU-U and TC
72, 99

.  

 

Figure 3.1 Magnetization density map of the UCo0.38Ru0.62Al in basal plane. The red 
shade represents the atoms in the T-Al layer, green shade U-T layer. The scale of the map 
is in mB unit.  

Based on analysis of all experimental data, we have estimated xcrit. ≈ 0.77 where 

FM phase vanishes (Fig. 10). Our previous conclusions show that hybridization strength 
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develops gradually with increasing x. In contrast, the FM dome is markedly asymmetric 

at the boundaries. More rapid change of TC (20 K / 1 % Ru) is seen on the UCoAl 

side
166, 167

 than that ( -3 K / 1 % Ru) on the URuAl side. It is known that in clean FMs 

original second-order transition transforms to the first order at TCP by tuning of the 

critical parameter
172

. It was recently confirmed in FM URhAl
109

. With increasing disorder, 

the temperature of the TCP decreases, and above a critical disorder strength, a QCP is 

realized in zero temperature. In agreement, Ru (and many other T metals) substitution 

causes instantaneous transformation of the metamagnetic UCoAl to the FM state
167

 and 

transition changes from first- to second- order. Then, FM is established at the temperature 

where the original spin fluctuations appear. The scenario was confirmed by NMR in 

neighboring UCo1-xFexAl
158, 163, 173

. We expect the existence of a TCP in UCo1-xRuxAl 

around 1% of Ru Figure 3.2. 

On the opposite side of the FM dome near xcrit., there is no evidence for the first-

order transition and electrical resistivity exponent drops from T
2.0

 to T
1.5

 together with 

straightening of the Cmag/T on a logarithmic scale. It is evidence for approaching a QCP
51, 

56, 99
. High x UCo1-xRuxAl alloys, however, show apparent differences from critical 

behavior of similar alloying systems
51, 56, 99

. Enhancement of the Sommerfeld  

coefficient is broad and very weak around xcrit. and electrical resistivity starts to vary T
2
 

already when TC is still very high (18 K of UCo0.30Ru0.70Al). Wide region of the electrical 

resistivity exponent variation suggests that a finite critical region develops instead of a 

thermodynamic observables singularity. 

Notable broadening of the critical region is predicted for Griffiths effect where a 

magnetically inhomogeneous phase develops in the disordered systems and FM/PM 

boundary smears due to so-called rare region
174, 175

 (Fig. 10). These rare spatial regions 

are locally magnetic while the bulk is nonmagnetic. Characteristic parameters of the 

locally magnetic regions are their volume V depending on disorder strength and 

characteristic energy  exponentially depending on V. Final energy spectrum is defined as 

P()  -1
 where  is the Griffiths exponent of which power-law spectrum gives 

singularity in many quantities
176

. Data analysis indicates that UCo1-xRuxAl features also 

fit the Griffiths scenario. Magnetic clusters within the rare region respond to the 

frequency of the modulation field in AC susceptibility together with a deviation of the 

magnetization measured in FC and ZFC regime which is in agreement with our 

observations.  

 

Figure 3.2 T-x phase diagram of the UCo0.38Ru0.62Al system. 
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3.2 Ferromagnetism of URhAl [P9] 

Itinerant FMs have attracted much attention because of their interesting physical 

properties, for example, unconventional superconductivity. In particular, many 

experimental and theoretical studies have looked at novel phenomena related to a 

quantum phase transition (QPT) between FM and OM states that can be tuned by external 

parameters. Novel features of the physical properties under high pressure and high 

magnetic field have been extensively studied for the ferromagnetic superconductors UGe2, 

URhGe, and UCoGe, and strongly uniaxial ferromagnets UCoAl, Ru doped UCoAl, 

URhAl, and UCoGa
84, 97, 109, 155, 161, 177-179

. The line of continuous ferromagnetic 

transitions forms a “wing structure” in the temperature-pressure-magnetic field phase 

diagram of the uranium FMs. When the pressure is applied, the paramagnetic to 

ferromagnetic transition changes from a second-order to a first-order transition at TCP 

before the critical pressure of the FM state and the line bifurcates into finite magnetic 

fields at the TCP. Review papers give the current status of experimental and theoretical 

studies on this subject
10, 11

.  

Generally, the FM states in the uranium FMs are strongly uniaxial and 

experimental data are discussed with theories based on the 3D Ising model. The study of 

the critical behavior of the magnetization provides crucial information as to the type of 

the magnetic phase transition and nature of spin-spin interactions. The universality class 

of the critical phenomena in the uranium FM SCs UGe2 and URhGe do not belong to any 

known universality classes of critical phenomena such as the 3D Ising model
180

. We 

suggest that uniaxial uranium ferromagnets have special features that cannot be 

understood only with the 3D Ising model. We report the critical behavior of the 

magnetization in URhAl.  

 

Figure 3.3  Comparison of the critical exponents β, γ, and δ in URhAl denoted as closed 
circles with those of known universality classes shown as vertical bars: mean-field, 2D-
Ising, 3D-Ising,3D-XY, and 3D-Heisenberg models with short-range exchange 
interactions, and 2D-Ising model with long-range (σ = 1.44) interactions. 

We have studied the critical behavior of the magnetization in uranium ferromagnet 

URhAl
181, 182

 at around its ferromagnetic transition temperature TC = 26.02 ± 0.02 K 

(Figure 3.3). The critical exponent β for the temperature dependence of the spontaneous 
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magnetization below TC, γ for the magnetic susceptibility, and δ for the magnetic 

isotherm at TC have been determined with a modified Arrott plot
183

, a Kouvel-Fisher 

plot
184

, the critical isotherm analysis, and the scaling analysis. The critical exponents have 

been determined as β = 0.287 ± 0.005, γ_ = 1.47 ± 0.02 for T < TC, γ = 1.49 ± 0.02 for TC 

< T, and δ = 6.08 ± 0.04 by the scaling analysis and the critical isotherm analysis. The 

obtained critical exponents satisfy the Widom scaling law δ = 1 + γ/β. Although uniaxial 

magnetic properties in URhAl and its isostructural UCoAl has been discussed based on 

the 3DIsing model in previous studies, the universality class of the critical phenomenon 

in URhAl does not belong to the 3D Ising system (β = 0.325, γ = 1.241, and δ = 4.82) 

with short-range exchange interactions between magnetic moments. The determined 

exponents match well with those calculated from the renormalization group approach for 

a two-dimensional Ising system coupled with long-range interactions decaying as J 

(r)∼r−(d+σ) with σ = 1.44. We suggest that the strong hybridization between uranium 5f 

and rhodium 4d electrons in the U-Rh layer in the hexagonal crystal structure takes an 

important role in the low dimensionality of the critical phenomenon. 

4 Magnetism of U2T2X 

Compounds of composition RE(A)2T2X, (RE = rare-earth element, or A = actinide, T 

= transition metal, and X = p-element), crystallizing in the tetragonal Mo2FeB2 type of 

structure with space group P4/mbm
185

, represent a large group, which has been 

intensively studied due to the extraordinary freedom to combine the various constituting 

elements while maintaining the structure type
186-188

. 

Uranium compounds display a large diversity of the types of the magnetic ground 

state, including itinerant PMs (U2Co2In, U2Ru2Sn), some with pronounced spin-

fluctuation behavior (U2Co2Sn 
189

 and U2Ir2In
186

), suspected Kondo behavior 

(U2Rh2In
190

), and long-range AFM ordering (U2Ni2In, U2Ni2Sn, U2Rh2Sn, U2Pd2In, 

U2Pd2Sn, and U2Pt2Sn)
186, 191

. Some of the U2T2X compounds, like U2Pt2In
192

 and 

U2Pd2In
188

, exhibit heavy-fermion phenomena at low temperatures and signatures of 

geometrical frustration of the lattice and strong spin-orbit coupling
193, 194

. 

From the large series of U2T2X compounds, so far practically only In and Sn 

compounds have been systematically studied. The only Pb compound existing only in the 

polycrystalline form is U2Pd2Pb, which AFM at TN = 65 K and undergoes an order to 

order transition at T1 = 20 K
195

. 

Within new materials prospection, we have successfully prepared the first lead 

material U2Rh2Pb in the form of high-quality single-crystals of RRR = 97. 

4.1 Magnetism and magnetic phase diagram in U2Rh2Pb [P10] 

In the present study, we have described the synthesis, structure, and magnetic 

properties of U2Rh2Pb material. This compound was found interesting in several aspects 

It revealed strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy and constructed H-T phase diagram 

exhibits the lowest critical magnetic field of the field-induced MT transition among 

U2T2X compounds. 

A series of needle-like U2Rh2Pb single crystals (Figure 4.1) has been grown by 

the self-flux method. The best results were obtained with the starting compositions 

U:Rh:Pb = 1:1:15 and 1:1:25. The shortest uranium-atom distance dU-U is within the U-

atoms chain along the c axis and is identical to the lattice parameter c. This means that 

the critical distance dU-U in U2Rh2Pb is shorter than in the analog In and Sn Rh 
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compounds but still within the magnetic limit of the empirical Hill’s criterion
7
. Details 

are described in the author's work
196

.  

  

Figure 4.1 Crystal structure morphology of the U2Rh2Pb single crystals in a dense needle 

nest. 

 

Figure 4.2 Magnetization isotherms of U2Rh2Pb measured at T = 1.8 K with the magnetic 

field parallel to the c-axis and parallel to the randomly oriented basal planes. 

The c-axis orientation of U moments in U2Rh2Pb (Figure 4.2) is in contradiction 

with the tendency of uranium magnetic moments oriented due to the two-ion anisotropy 

perpendicular to the shortest dU-U distance
197, 198

 which is along the c-axis in U2Rh2Pb. 

Following this rule, all the U2T2X compounds with the shortest dU-U along c have an 

easy-magnetization axis within the tetragonal basal plane
199, 200

, and U2Ni2Sn with the 

shortest dU-U within the plane has the moments along c
198

. The only exception, U2Rh2Sn, 

which has also an easy magnetization direction along with c, can be perhaps explained by 

a strong hybridization between U 5f states and Rh 4d electron states 
197, 198

. In this context, 

U2Rh2Pb with the c-axis U-U spacing 3% below the shortest U-U spacing in the basal 

plane is even more exceptional than U2Rh2Sn, where this difference is 2% at room 

temperature and 1% at low temperatures.  

500 mU 

Rh 

Pb 
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Figure 4.3 H-T magnetic phase diagram of U2Rh2Pb for H parallel to the c-axis. The red 

arrow indicates the temperature above which the hysteresis appears at MTs in the 

magnetoresistance. The green arrow indicates the field above which clear bifurcation of 

the FC and ZFC magnetization branches is detected. 

The magnetic phase diagram of U2Rh2Pb for H along the c-direction constructed 

based on magnetization, electrical resistivity, and specific heat data is shown in Figure 

4.3. The phase diagram of U2Rh2Pb is rather simple and consists of one magnetically 

ordered AFM phase. A special feature is the occurrence of AFM transitions with and 

without hysteresis. The temperatures above which the hysteresis and the bifurcation of 

the FC and ZFC magnetization curves disappear are indicated in the phase diagram by 

arrows. In previously studied AFM materials
93, 201, 202

, the disappearance of the hysteresis 

has been considered as one of the signatures of a tricritical point (TCP) in the phase 

diagram which separates first- and second-order AFM transitions and exhibiting Ising-

type anisotropy
202-206

. This supports the existence of TCP in U2Rh2Pb around Ttc = 13 K 

and µ0Htc = 4 T. It should be pointed out that TCP is an inherent feature of a broad class 

of AFMs, in which the MT at low temperatures is of the first-order type and magnetic 

critical point in zero-field is of the second-order type, and hence does now imply any 

temperature variations of magnetic interactions
207

. A very unusual feature of MT in 

U2Rh2Pb is the observed value for µ0Hc = 4.3 T. So far the lowest among the AFM 

U2T2X compounds
186

, for which the values of Hc are typically larger than 20 T and field-

induced MTs may appear even above 60 T
208

. 

We conclude that we have prepared U2Rh2Pb a new member of the large series of 

tetragonal U2T2X (T – transition metal, X – Sn, In, Pb). It is AFM with TN = 20 K with an 

unusually low value of µ0Htc = 4.3 T of MT. The enhanced Sommerfeld coefficient  of 

about 150 mJ/mol K
2
 infers the presence of strong correlation effects however any clear 

signature of correlated regions was not detected in the phase constructed H-T phase 

diagram. The reduced magnetic-entropy change 0.3*ln2 at TN indicates the itinerant 

character of 5f electrons. The observed c-axis orientation of U magnetic moments is in 

contrast with the nearest U-U bonds along c, usually implying the basal-plane orientation. 

Magnetic phase diagram constructed for H parallel to the c-axis hints at the existence of a 

tricritical point around 13 K and 4 T. 
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5 Itinerant ferromagnetism of uranium compounds [P11] 

Actinide compounds with 5f electrons have long attracted much attention because 

of their interesting magnetic and electronic properties such as heavy fermion features, 

unconventional superconductivity, the coexistence of the SC and magnetism, and 

physical phenomena associated with multipole degrees of freedom of the 5f electrons
17, 

209-211
. Similar unusual physical properties have been extensively studied in other strongly 

correlated electrons systems such as oxides and organic and rare-earth compounds. It was 

necessary to reveal the behavior of the electrons responsible for these properties and find 

the universality of the electronic properties in the different systems. The peculiarities of 

the physical phenomena in actinide systems are ascribed to the role of the 5f electrons. In 

actinide metallic compounds, the degree of localization of the5f electrons differs in 

different compounds, ranging from strongly localized to the itinerant character. The 3d 

electrons in transition metals also show various degrees of localization. Differences 

between the 5f and 3d electrons are the smaller sensitivity to the crystal field from ligand 

atoms and the stronger spin-orbit coupling in the 5f‘s.  

 

Figure 5.1 Generalized Rhodes-Wohlfarth plot. Data points for uranium, neptunium, and 

plutonium compounds are plotted as closed circles, squares, and triangles, respectively. 

We have analyzed the magnetic data of 69 uranium, 7 neptunium, and 4 plutonium 

FMs
212

 with Takahashi’s spin fluctuation theory (Figure 5.1). We have determined the 

basic and the spin fluctuation parameters of the FMs and discussed the applicability of 

spin fluctuation theory to the actinide 5f electrons system
213, 214

. The ratio of the effective 

magnetic moment and the spontaneous one, peff/ps, follows the generalized Rhodes-

Wohlfarth relation, peff/ps ∝ (TC/T0)
−3/2

, predicted by Takahashi’s spin fluctuation theory 

in the actinide ferromagnets for TC/T0 <1.0, similarly to itinerant ferromagnets in the 3d 

transition metals and their intermetallics. This result suggests that the itinerant nature of 

the 5f electrons in the actinide FMs and that the magnetic properties of the FMs can be 

understood in the framework of the spin fluctuation theory. Meanwhile, data points 

between TC/T0 and peff/ps deviate from the theoretical relation in several ferromagnets 

with TC/T0 ∼1.0, which may be due to the effect of the CEF on the 5f electrons. The value 
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of the spontaneous magnetic moment ps increases linearly as a function of TC/T0 in the 

uranium and neptunium FMs below (TC/T0) kink = 0.32±0.02 where a kink structure 

appears in the relation between the two quantities. ps increases more weakly above 

(TC/T0) kink. A possible interpretation with the TC/T0-dependence of ps is given in terms 

of the Kondo effect. 

6 Single crystal growth 

Synthesis of the new so far unexplored materials is the key essence for the 

discovery of new exotic magnetic and electronic states in the field of fundamental physics. 

Within this scope, I have concentrated to improve the single crystal growth 

instrumentation in the home institution DCMP within the program of MGML 

infrastructure. I have contributed to updates of already installed instrumentation 

(Czochralski method or new monoarc furnace), and I would like to highlight installation 

of new instruments; SSE, floating zone method implemented in optical furnaces-halogen 

and laser and multipurpose induction furnace primarily used for Bridgman method in 

closed Mo-capsules and synthesis of polycrystalline precursors in the form of rods. 

Nowadays, we invest a lot of effort to implement the chemical vapor transport method 

(CVT) to grow variants of inorganic salts based on halides and chalcogenides. These 

activities have resulted in series of cooperations where I contributed by single crystal 

growth of high-quality single crystals of various classes of materials.  

6.1 UIrSi3 [P12] 

The RTX3 compounds with Ce are of high research interest because they exhibit 

diverse interesting phenomena like superconductivity with a high critical field, pressure-

induced SC near a QCP, coexistence of AFM and SC, vibron states, etc.
215-218

. The 

magnetic ordering in these materials is usually AFM with complex propagation vectors 

which indicate competing FM and AFM exchange interactions
219-222

. Only two uranium 

compounds adopting the tetragonal BaNiSn3-type structure were known, namely, UIrSi3 

and UNiGa3. Both have been studied in the form of polycrystals only and reported to 

order antiferromagnetically below 42 K (UIrSi3)
223

 and 39 K (UNiGa3)
224

, respectively.  

We have prepared the first high-quality single crystals of UIrSi3 single crystal by 

floating zone method
202, 225

 to reveal the magnetic and magnetic anisotropy features. The 

results confirm that UIrSi3 is AFM below the Néel temperature TN = 41.7 K with a 

strongly anisotropic response to an external magnetic field. In the magnetic field along 

the c axis, it undergoes a MT at a critical field Hc (μ0Hc = 7.3T at 2 K) into a PPM a 

magnetic moment of ∼0.66 μB/f.u. The observed Hc value is much lower than expected 

for a simple AFM consisting of magnetic moments of the order of 1 μB with TN > 40K. 

No MT shows up in the a-axis field up to 14 T. At low temperatures, MT is FOMPT and 

shows an asymmetric hysteresis. Hc decreases with increasing temperature while the 

hysteresis shrinks with increasing temperature and eventually vanishes at 28 K. The 

character of MT dramatically changes at this temperature from FOMPT to SOMPT which 

is observed for 28 K > T > TN) as manifested by the change of character of magnetization 

and specific-heat anomalies.  

We have also performed a detailed study of the electrical resistance, Hall resistance, 

and thermoelectric power of UIrSi3 at various temperatures and magnetic fields with a 

special emphasis on phenomena associated with magnetic phase transitions between the 

antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic states. The obtained results demonstrate that the 
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electrical and thermal transport properties can provide valuable information on the 

character of magnetic phase transformations in AFMs. 

6.2 UNi4
11

B [P13] 

In the context of frustrated metallic f -electron magnets,UNi4B has been considered 

as an early hexagonal example
226-228

. Mentink et al. reported the system to crystallize in 

the hexagonal CeCo4B structure (space group P6/mmm) with lattice parameters a = 4.953 

and c = 6.964 Å
226

. Here, the uranium ions form a triangular lattice in the hexagonal 

plane, which might enable magnetic frustration. Thermodynamic studies and neutron 

scattering
226-228

 revealed a magnetic transition at TN = 20 K. A Curie-Weiss temperature 

ΘCW ∼ −65 K, significantly larger than the ordering temperature TN, indicates the strong 

antiferromagnetic interaction predominant in the system and has been taken to be 

indicative of magnetic frustration
226

. Based on these data, it was argued that the magnetic 

moments undergo a highly unusual form of partial antiferromagnetic ordering. Only two 

out of three magnetic moments should participate in long-range magnetic order, resulting 

in the formation of a vortex-like magnetic structure. 

Pulsed-field magnetization data reveal large anisotropy between the measurement 

parallel and perpendicular to the hexagonal plane (ab plane)
227, 228

. The measurements for 

B||a and B||b show multiple steps in the magnetization. The results were interpreted to the 

effect that the small magnetization steps are triggered by a slight reorientation of the 

above-described magnetic structure and that a jump in the magnetization at higher fields 

is due to an alignment of the magnetic moments along the external magnetic field
227, 228

. 

More recently, the magnetic structure of UNi4B was discussed in the context of toroidal 

order
229

. 

I have prepared isotopic high-quality UNi4
11

B single crystal by the floating zone 

method for the neutron diffraction experiments in ILL Grenoble
230

. The neutron 

diffraction study has shown that UNi4B is a rare example of an Ising-like frustrated 

metallic f -electron magnet with a partially ordered magnetic ground state. We have 

thoroughly characterized the crystal structure of UNi4B, which turns out to be of lower 

symmetry than previously reported. We have verified an unusual type of magnetic order, 

i.e., a vortex-type spin structure of magnetic moments μord = 0.99(1)μB/(U atom) on two-

thirds of the U sites. The vortex structure carries in it the possibility of toroidal order 

existing in UNi4B. In addition, the refinement of the magnetic structure suggests that the 

magnetic moments are slightly canted compared to the perfect vortex structure. 

6.3 Tricriticality in the H-T phase diagram of URhGe [P14] 

URhGe is well-known FM SC with intriguing metamagnetic behavior of 

magnetization along the b-axis, which results in the vanishing of FM at magnetic field 

HR = 12.4 T. Famous reentrant SC dome appears near HR due to enhancement of 

ferromagnetic fluctuations. We have investigated the quantum phase transition of an Ising 

FM URhGe utilizing high-precision angle-resolved dc magnetization measurements in 

magnetic fields applied near the b axis. I have contributed to work by preparation of 

suitable single-crystal samples. A first-order spin reorientation transition has been 

observed at low temperatures, accompanied by a small hysteresis at HR. The temperature 

and angular variations of the transition observed in the magnetization as well as in the 

magnetic torque allow us to construct the three-dimensional T-Hc-Hb phase diagram. The 

tricritical point TTCP is estimated to be located above 4 K in the Hc = 0 plane. On cooling 

below TTCP, a wing structure develops by increasing Hc. We have succeeded in directly 

determining the detailed profiles of the wing structure. The quantum wing critical points 

exist at Hc = ±1.1 T and Hb = 13.5 T. Three second-order transition lines meet at TTCP 
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tangentially, so that a precise tuning of H along the b axis within 0.8◦ is needed to 

correctly determine the position of the TCP. The reentrant superconductivity in this 

system is not due to a quantum TCP
114

, but is rather related to the unusually weak nature 

of the first-order transition represented by the smallness of the hysteresis and broadness 

of the transition. 

6.4 Ti-alloys [P15-18] 

At room temperature and standard pressure, pure titanium crystallizes in a 

hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure, which is known as the  phase. This phase is 

stable up to 883°C. Above this temperature, the structure transforms to a body-centered 

cubic (bcc) β phase. The stability ranges of  and β phases can be altered and two-phase 

regions or even new phases can be introduced by adding alloying elements. 

Titanium alloys are attractive materials for aerospace, automotive, and biomedical 

applications due to their outstanding mechanical properties such as high strength in 

combination with low density. Particularly metastable β-Ti alloys remain of significant 

interest because of their excellent corrosion resistance, toughness, and good hardenability 

through ageing treatment
231

. Metastable β-Ti alloys have enough β stabilizer content to 

retain the high-temperature β phase in a metastable state upon quenching
232

. Moreover, 

the metastable ω phase with hexagonal structure is formed in metastable β-Ti alloys with 

a certain content of alloying elements. The ω phase is observed as uniformly dispersed 

submicron particles which are coherent with the β-Ti matrix. The ω phase is formed 

during quenching by a diffusionless displacive transformation, which was first described 

in detail by de Fontaine et al.
233

. The particles of the ω phase further evolve and grow 

during ageing. This process is accompanied by the rejection of β stabilizing elements 

from the  phase; thus this reaction is diffusion controlled. The ω phase particles have an 

important influence on the mechanical properties of the Ti alloys. Typically, they 

increase specific strength and hardness but they can also embrittle the material
234

. 

Furthermore, the ω particles play a significant role in the β  α phase transformations 

during ageing at higher temperatures, acting as nucleation sites for the α phase. 

Consequently, the resulting distribution, size, and volume fraction of the α phase are 

determined by the preceding ω phase morphology. 

Despite a few decades of intensive research on the characteristics of ω phase 

particles, there is still doubt about the actual causes of ω phase formation. Since the 

mechanical properties of metastable β-Ti alloys depend strongly on the type and 

morphology of the particles of secondary phases (i.e. α and ω), the understanding of 

ongoing phase transformations, ageing kinetics, and their influence on the resulting 

microstructure is of primary importance. Experimental methods which study these 

aspects in microscopic scale details require single-crystalline material with known 

orientation. In particular, the topotaxial relation of the  and  phases (i.e., the mutual 

orientation of their lattices) can be studied by x-ray reciprocal space-mapping only in 

single crystals. For this class of studies by the growth of single crystals of the metastable 

-Ti alloys. The floating zone method proved to be a suitable method for the single 

crystal growth of this type of material. We have determined the crystal structure and 

quality of the grown crystals by Laue diffraction and EBSD analysis. These experimental 

techniques confirmed the high quality of the obtained single crystals which were used for 

series of further advanced experiments
235-238

 for research of the ω phase formation. 
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7 Conclusions 

Within the 10 years of the research program, I have collected, in collaboration 

with my colleagues and students, a large series of experimental results primarily on 

magnetic features of uranium compounds. We have focused on the effect of external 

parameters to understand the sensitive interplay of magnetic interactions and electron 

correlations responsible for the exotic phenomena which were discovered in this class of 

materials. We have performed series of experiments, in which the chemical substitution, 

high pressure, and magnetic field were applied primarily on systems based on uranium 

FM SCs, uranium metamagnets, and other recently studied systems to report their x-T, p-

T, and H-T phase diagrams. 

We have revealed very complex magnetic behavior in the orthorhombic TiNiSi-

type compounds. The external variables are able both to stabilize and to destabilize the 

magnetic state. Although UCoGe, URhGe, and UIrGe are both isostructural and 

isoelectronic compounds, their pressure response is unique for each one, supporting the 

scenario of a strong hybridization of the 5f states with the electronic states of surrounding 

d-metals of the various bandwidth. The effect of substitution was found to be a very 

effective tool to distinguish the differences between the magnetism of parent compounds 

by the gradual transformation of one magnetic state into another, located on the opposite 

side of the T-x phase diagram. Particularly the results of the substitution works, hardly 

understandable on the level of simple one-electron theories, unravel the complexity and 

fine balance of magnetic exchange interactions in uranium compounds. The 

representative case is the response of the hexagonal ZrNiAl-structure type compounds, 

where the area of stable FM phase of appreciable TC (exceeding 60 K) develops between 

two paramagnetic areas in the UCo1-xRuxAl system. We have shown that the critical 

regions where FM vanishes are of different nature on both sides (the UCoAl and URuAl 

sides). 

The conclusions about the magnetism based on standard magnetic and 

thermodynamic studies were supported by microscopic polarized neutron diffraction 

studies. We have detected clear signs of the hybridization between the uranium 5f and 

transition-metal d-states and described the development of the 5f electron itineracy 

related to the stability of the bulk ferromagnetism in the UCo1-xRuxGe and UCo1-xRuxAl 

systems. 

The constructed H-T phase diagrams brought key information about the uranium 

systems studied. The conventional and advanced high-field experiments highlight the 

importance of the order and character of the magnetic transitions and crossovers. We 

have revealed that the magnetic correlations often manifest at temperatures significantly 

exceeding magnetic ordering temperatures in the uranium systems. Our results clearly 

show that these so-called correlated paramagnetic regions have a strong impact on the 

character of low-temperature crossovers, ordinary phase transition, presence of 

tricriticality, as well as on field-induced metamagnetic phenomena, which are tightly 

connected with unique superconducting features in FM superconductors. 

All the works listed in this thesis also highlighted the necessity of high-quality 

single crystals and their use in experimental condensed matter research, particularly in the 

case of highly anisotropic systems. We have succeeded in the preparation of all planed 

materials to reach the targets of the research program. Within these research activities, the 

development of the technological laboratories in the Department of Condensed Matter 

Physics in the section of single crystal growth is the important associated output, to which 

the author contributed significantly. Examples are installation of a floating zone furnace 

with laser heating, construction of multifunctional induction furnace for Bridgman 
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method, and casting of the new materials. The present interest by the author in vdW 

magnetic materials was projected to implementation of the chemical vapor transport 

method to the portfolio of the method. All implemented methods are indispensable for 

progress in the majority of the running project and student research programs at the home 

department as well as for all users of MGML research infrastructure.  
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